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  Introduction  

Are autism grandparents knowledgeable about autism? Are they involved 
with their grandchildren? Do they participate in decisions regarding 
therapy? Do they provide helpful resources? Are their relationships with 

their grandchildren’s parents good?

This Survey was conducted to answer those questions and more. One goal was 
to determine whether it is beneficial for autism professionals and organizations 
to proactively engage grandparents.

The Survey was completed by 594 grandparents from 45 states. Most 
responded via invitation from AARP’s research division; others responded via 
information posted on autism-related and grandparent-related Facebook sites; 
and still others responded via personal networks of those who provided advance 
consultation for the Survey.

The Survey was conceived and coordinated by John Bryan who sought and 
received consultation from dozens of experts nationwide including Dr. Kathy 
Matthews; Dr. Connie Anderson, who headed Kennedy Krieger Institute’s 
2009 survey of autism grandparents; Carol Vincent, founder/coordinator 
of the Facebook group Grandparents of Children on the Autism Spectrum; 
Bonnie Gillman, Executive Director of the Grandparent Autism Network; select 
members of The Autism Society’s executive staff and Panel of Professional 
Advisors; Autism Speaks Chief Science Officer, Dr. Andy Shih; AARP’s research 
division; and many others.

Dr. Brittne Kakulla of AARP Research coordinated AARP’s role in collecting 
survey responses. Virginia Commonwealth University’s Survey and Evaluation 
Research Laboratory compiled and charted survey responses resulting in a 
comprehensive 210-page report.
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  Overview  
There are roughly 4 million autism grandparents in the United States. Prior to 2021, 
the only national study of autism grandparents was a survey conducted in 2009 by 
the Kennedy Krieger Institute of Johns Hopkins University. Since then there have 
been significant changes in the autism community, including a 100% increase in the 
percentage of children who are diagnosed with autism (1 in 88 in 2009, 1 in 44 in 2021).

The Survey’s overall findings were consistent with the desires of most grandparents, 
with or without special needs grandchildren: they care immensely for their 
grandchildren, want to spend time with them, and want to support them into the future. 

It should be noted that simply completing the Survey is an indicator of the participants’ 
willingness to have productive involvements with autism; the Survey’s length requires 
a minimum of 30 minutes, and several open-ended questions provide opportunities for 
much more time. Plus, nearly half of the participants spent even more time providing 
“Additional thoughts or comments” at the end of the Survey.

Survey Findings and 
Recommendations for Autism 

Professionals 
1. Survey results indicate that it will be beneficial for autism 

professionals to take a more direct approach in involving 
grandparents.

The Survey finds that even though the majority of autism grandparents are involved in 
decision-making regarding therapies, education, etc. for their grandchildren, only 30% 
of grandparents receive information from the professionals who provide those therapies, 
education, and other services. The majority of grandparents receive their information 
about autism from the Internet and from their grandchildren’s parents. Although 80% 
autism grandparents say they have at least a moderate amount of knowledge about 
autism and about their own grandchildren’s specific cases of autism, they desire to 
know even more about how to address their grandchildren’s specific needs.

The very nature of autism treatment is intensive. It is customized to meet the needs 
of the individual with autism, which includes considering what the treatment is, how it 
is delivered, and the associated treatment schedule. As such, there are often multiple 
professionals involved, including special educators, behavior analysts, learning aides, 
speech pathologists, occupational therapists, physical therapists, psychiatrists, case 
managers, feeding or nutritional experts, counselors and a host of other providers 
working in support of the child and family. Although grandparents are learning 
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about autism from a variety of sources, the lack of contact with their grandchildren’s 
professional providers could be the reason why they want to learn more about how to 
be helpful with the specific challenges of their own grandchildren. This is where the 
professional providers can help. 

There appears to be a gap between autism grandparents, who are ready and willing to 
help, and a clear pathway inviting them and guiding them to a closer connection with the 
professional service providers. 

Autism is a spectrum disorder in which the severity of the condition ranges broadly 
from impacting communication, causing social interactions to be challenging, and full 
dependence on others to the complete opposite spectrum where the individual is fairly 
independent in the areas of social, educational, and daily living skills. As such, a mere 
diagnosis of autism can shed little light on the specific needs of the person afflicted. 
Rather, those in the individual’s life gain an understanding of the specific needs and 
then create a system of support and lasting care to meet those needs. 

One barrier to including grandparents is the required process for professionals to 
obtain consent for treatment. The primary caregiver or guardian, typically mom or dad, 
consents and provides a list of other individuals to whom the professional may speak 
on their child’s behalf. Usually, those persons are pediatricians and therapists. Rarely 
does the onboarding process actually list grandparents as possibilities for contact and 
involvement. And once services begin, it can be hard to engage or communicate with 
anyone outside of the prescribed treatment team. 

Furthermore many professionals are prohibited from asking persons who are receiving 
services to render their opinions or feedback regarding their experiences. Someone 
receiving services may feel compelled to respond to surveys or requests for information 
favorably, as any other response might jeopardize service delivery. Therefore, it may 
be challenging for a therapist to reach out to gauge the family experience, which would 
include finding out if a grandparent or other family member has concerns or wants more 
information. A work-around in this situation would be to include grandparents from the 
very beginning. 

It may be helpful for service providers to state that grandparents are welcome at the 
initial meetings, and also to actually list grandparents on the application/contractual 
forms as eligible to be “team” members. In initial meetings service providers may want 
to offer simple questions, such as, “Are grandparents involved in your child’s life, and if 
so, how? Can we include them in planning sessions? How can we help them attend our 
meetings?” This is a far different approach than simply asking, “Is anyone else involved 
in caring for your child?”

Also, professionals can make meetings accessible via phone, zoom or in person. One 
result of Covid is flexibility. Service providers can consider the many avenues now 
available to getting grandparents involved. 

And finally, service providers can include grandparents in regular communications by 
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copying them on emails, mailings, and reports. 

The day-to-day goings-on of autism parents can be overwhelming, Caring for a child 
with autism takes considerable time and effort, particularly when multiple therapies and 
activities are in place. It can feel impossible for a parent to feel like they can carve out 
time to strategize and ask for help. Encouraging grandparents to offer their help can be 
productive in rising above the day-to-day struggles.

Again, professional service providers can discuss all of this with mom and/or dad at the 
beginning. It would even help to share this survey to moms and/or dads and say, “We 
are learning that grandparents would really like to know more so that they can better 
connect with, and be helpful for, their grandchildren with autism. How can I support you 
to include grandparents in our work together?”

2. Autism service providers can be even more helpful by taking an  
approach that is family-centered rather than person-centered.

There is evidence of the unique value of a “family-centered approach” (Margetts, 
Couteur, & Croom, 2006). Most autism service plans are focused on services for one 
individual, and insurance and other funders assess the benefits and progress of those 
services. Although a person-centered approach is designed to protect the individual 
receiving services from getting a “canned” treatment, it does not consider the needs of 
other members of the family. What if financial problems result in a lack of transportation 
to therapy treatments? What if the attention requirements of siblings result in a lack of 
parental monitoring of the child’s IEP progress? The goal of a family-centered approach 
is for all family members to be doing well and able to support the child with autism, thus 
helping treatments to be effective and lasting. Autism grandparents can fit in nicely as 
part of a family-centered type of support. 

Survey Findings and Recommendations  
  for Autism Grandparents 

1. Autism grandparents can ask for a seat at the table. 

The Survey shows that the majority of autism grandparents live near their grandchildren 
and spend in-person time providing caretaking, transportation, etc. for them. And the 
majority of autism grandparents report that autism has made their grandparent-parent 
relationships stronger rather than weaker. Parents are drowning in the day-to-day, and 
they may not realize that they have an opportunity to have grandparents more directly 
involved in treatment. Grandparents may want to offer simple questions, such as, “I’d 
love to join you at the next meeting,” and even better, to follow with, “Do you have a few 
minutes to talk about how I can play a more supportive role?” 
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2. Autism grandparents can help assure the long-term future  
for their grandchildren.

In the Survey grandparents expressed a concern for the future of their grandchildren. 
Research shows that grandparents can plan for the long-term on behalf of their 
children and make sure the support is there (Prendeville & Kinsella, 2019). Special 
needs planning services can help identify a funding stream to support the child for life, 
establish legal protections such as special needs trusts and microboards to ensure a 
safe transfer of funding and overall well-being, and identify the services that may be 
needed now or in the future.

3. There is opportunity for more autism grandparents to proactively 
seek involvement with, and support from, nonprofit autism 

organizations and social media groups. 

Only a minor percentage of grandparents are currently having such involvement  
and support.

Conclusion
Perhaps the most important of the Survey’s findings is that a significant majority of 
autism grandparents care about their grandchildren, have important involvements with 
them, and want to learn how to be even more helpful and knowledgeable. Research 
shows that grandparents are a source of unconditional love and advocacy for their 
grandchildren (Hillman, Wentzel, & Anderson, 2017). It is hoped that this Survey will 
result in two things: the autism professional community’s increased understanding of 
the roles that grandparents can and do play in enhancing their grandchildren’s progress 
and quality of life, and their eagerness to proactively engage grandparents; AND 
autism grandparents being even more proactive in engaging direct involvement and 
communication with their grandchildren’s professional service providers.

In summary, the Survey captured the experience of grandparenting a child with autism. 
Although autism poses unique challenges for many, grandparents have the patience, 
drive, and love to partner in the planning and support.
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Data Summary
DEMOGRAPHICS OF GRANDPARENTS

The majority of Survey participants are healthy, white, married, females over 50 years 
old – half of whom have completed at least 4 years of college. Most do not work full-
time, and half have annual incomes over $75,000.
Ethnicity
85% - White
10% - Black
5% - All Others

Sex
2/3 -  Female

Age
1/3 - 65+
1/3 - 50-64
1/3 - Under 50

Health
87% - Good or even better

Education
50% -  At least 4 years of 

college

Marital Status
2/3 - Married (not including 

widowed)

Work Status
36% - Working full-time
34% - Fully retired
30% - Other

Income
50% - $75,000+

DIRECT, IN-PERSON, INVOLVEMENT WITH GRANDCHILDREN
The majority of participants provide important in-person involvement with their 
grandchildren at least a few times per month.

Provide Transportation
61% - A few days or more  

per week

Provide In-Person Care
70% - A few times or more 

per month (including 
50% a few times or 
more per week)

Distance from your 
grandchild?
70% - Live less than 25  

miles away.

FINANCIAL AND MATERIAL SUPPORT
Most grandparents provide at least some financial involvement (gifts), and half provide/
spend $500 or more annually. 

Grandchild lives  
with you
15%

Provide Cash
40%

Established  
Long-Term Trust
15%

Used Personal Savings
31%

Spend Money On
41% - Food
52% - Clothing
62% - Gifts
34% - Daily expenses
15% - School 

Yearly dollar amount 
provided/spent
50% - $500 or more
(Including 36% who provide 
$1,000 or more)

Relocated to be near 
grandchild (or vice versa)
19% - Relocated
23% - Grandchild’s family 

relocated
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ABOUT THEIR GRANDCHILDREN
• ¾ are Male.
• 90% are younger than 18.
• Nearly ¾ are 12 or younger.

• 85% are the only autistic grandchild.
• 60% diagnosed at age 4 or younger.
• 71% first suspected at age 4 or 

younger.

KNOWLEDGE OF AUTISM
Most autism grandparents have only 1 autistic grandchild, and know at least a moderate 
amount about autism and about their grandchild’s specific case of autism.

Sources of Information  
(top 3 responses)
57% -  Internet research
52% -  Grandchild’s parents
30% -  Autism therapy providers and 

professionals

Topics for desired additional 
information (top 2 responses from  
list of 24 topics)
42% -  Fun Activities

37% -  Treatment for Challenging Behaviors

What Causes or Contributes to  
Autism? (top 2 responses)
58% - Genetics
23% - Difficulties with pregnancy/birth

(14% said Vaccinations)

Member of Autism Organization(s)?
Majority said no.

Your knowledge of autism?
33% - Lots of under-standing and research
47% -  Moderate, want more
20% - Little or none

Your knowledge of your grandchild’s 
specific case of autism?
81% - Moderate or greater (including 34% 

who say great amount).

33% - First person to suspect autism

How many autistic grandchildren?
85% - 1
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EMOTIONAL HEALTH, SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIPS

Your level of stress and/or sadness?
50% -  Feel fine, rare stress or sadness.

40% -  Feel fine half of the time.

Your personal support system?
83% - Spouse provides positive support.
85% - Family/relatives provide positive 

support.
69% - At least half of friends provide positive 

support.
49% - Community members provide positive 

support.
56% -  Requested/received support for stress/

anxiety from medical profession.
37% -  Receive support from online  

support groups.
22% -  Receive support from faith community.
12% -  Receive support from nonprofit 

organizations.

How often do you meet with family 
members?
2/3 meet at least once or twice a week.

How often do you feel that you lack 
companionship?
2/3 feel this way rarely or never.

Has autism impacted your relationship 
with your grandchild’s parents?
52% - Closer than before autism
38% -  No change
10% -  Autism has created conflicts.

Relationship with grandchild’s other 
grandparents?
30% -  Closer than before autism
59% -  No change
11% -  Autism has created conflicts.

Disagreements with parents regarding 
therapies?
84% -  No

Disagreements with parents regarding 
reactions to behaviors?
77% -  No

Your involvement with decisions 
regarding treatment/therapy.
42% -  All of the time or a lot.
26% -  Some
32% -  None

MISC. OTHER QUESTIONS

What activities/involvements have had 
positive effects on your grandchild? 
(Top 2 responses from a 7-item list including 
history activities, library activities, science 
activities, sports activities, and other.)

60% - Nature activities (outdoor trails, 
gardening, lakes and streams, etc.)

54% - Arts activities (painting, drawing, 
music, dance, theatre, etc.)

All others (history, literary, science, sports, 
other) were 35% or less.

Which, if any, have doubted the autism 
diagnosis? (Top 3 of 11 choices)
12% - Relatives

11% - My grandchild’s parent who is not  
my child 

10% - My spouse or significant other 

What is the relationship status of your 
grandchild’s parents?
87% are together.
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Open-Ended Questions
IN YOUR OWN WORDS, DESCRIBE YOUR CHILD’S AUTISM. 

(Rather than assuming that participants would know the accurate meanings of a list of 
terms that they could select from, the Survey used this open-ended question to elicit an 
“in-your-own-words” description of the grandchild’s autism.) The responses were spread 
evenly throughout the spectrum, from severe to high functioning and including Asperger. 
One indicator of the grandparents’ knowledge of, and interest in, their grandchildren 
is that a great many of them provided paragraph-long answers. Others provided short 
answers such as “High Functioning” and “Level Three.” A great majority of the paragraph-
long answers, even the ones that described challenging symptoms of severe autism, are 
flavored with love and positivity. 

WHAT TYPE OF ACTIVITIES RELATED TO AUTISM WOULD  
YOU LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN?

One commonly cited activity that respondents referenced were support groups or 
meetings, both in-person and online. For example:

“Support groups that have new ideas 
to help make life for my grandchild 

easier. [I’d] like to know what I can do 
to help make things easier for him to 

deal with.”

“Anything that brings together parents 
of children with autism to talk about 

their experiences.”

Another common activity mentioned was awareness of educational events or classes. 
Many respondents said that they would like activities to spread awareness about autism to 
the community and also to learn more about autism themselves. Some examples include:

“Anything to help and support 
my grandkid and gain a better 

understanding and knowledge of 
autism and what to expect[.]”

“Classes teaching strategies for 
dealing with behaviors[.]”

“Helping others become aware of 
support that families and people with 
autism need and finding ways to get 

this support[.]”

“I would like to be trained in ways to 
help my grandson. I want to be able 

to interact with him and help with his 
education. It’s not enough to be asked 
to help fundraise. Fundraise for what?”

“More advocacy campaigns to make 
the public aware [of] the issue.”

“Raising awareness of how hard it is to 
have an autistic child and expensive it 
is. That states have different resources 

and how little resources there are 
and that it takes so much work and 
research to find out what resources 

you are eligible to receive.”
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Grandparents also frequently mentioned that they would like to participate in donation-
related activities such as walks or marathons. For example:

“Walks to raise awareness and 
money”

“Raising money that would go 
directly to find a cause and cure for 

autism.”

“I would do walks for autism 
fundraisers.”

“Fundraising for research and 
spreading awareness are probably 

the two most important topics. 
Removing the stigma surrounding 
autism and bringing awareness of 
just how many people that autism 

personally affects.”

AS AN AUTISM GRANDPARENT, WHAT ARE YOUR GREATEST JOYS?

One very common theme within the responses was to just be with their grandchild.  
For example:

“Having my grandson in my life and 
being a part of his.”

“Just spending time with my 
grandson[.]”

“Just having my granddaughter in my 
life brings joy to me. It is usually simple 

things that I enjoy with her.  Sometimes it 
is just sharing a craft project or swimming 
in the pool. Often [it] is just her hugs that 

brings me happiness.”

Some responses mentioned getting to see the progress that their grandchild has made 
in various aspects of their life. Examples include:

“I appreciate being able to see my 
grandson’s growth in social skills 

and behavior gains.”

“I have seen him grow in reading, 
math and social activities. Shows 

improvement in judgement.”

“Loving my grandchild and hearing about 
the new things they have learned.”

“Personal rapport and relationship 
with my grandson. Watching his 

progress. Being a facilitator of his 
progress when/however possible[.]”

AS AN AUTISM GRANDPARENT, WHAT ARE YOUR  
GREATEST CHALLENGES?

One commonly mentioned challenge was a lack of knowledge about autism in general 
or specific aspects of autism such as how to effectively respond to some of their 
grandchild’s behaviors. Some examples include:

“Just not understanding autism 
completely[.]”

“Knowing what to do when he has a 
meltdown or starts yelling[.]”

“One of my greatest challenges fully 
understanding autism and how to be a 

better grandparent[.]”

“Sometimes not knowing how to react when 
he does something he should not be doing.”

“I think one of the greatest challenges is 
not fully understanding all the specifics of 
how autism actually presents itself. I often 
find myself questioning why all the time, 

as in what the cause is. I think that level of 
unknowing disturbs me.”
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Communication difficulties were also frequently mentioned—grandparents experienced 
problems communicating with or connecting with their grandchildren.

“Trying to connect to my granddaughter.  
She’s socially awkward and it’s difficult for 

her to communicate”

“Trying to understand and communicate 
verbally (we’re getting there) and dealing 

with people who don’t[.]”

“Communication is difficult and I do not 
get visit enough to be able to figure out 

the words or to understand the emotions. 
It breaks my heart when he cries. 

Grandkiddos parents are wonderful but I 
worry about their stress.”

Another frequently cited challenge was seeing their grandchild struggle or knowing that 
their grandchild will struggle in the future. For example:

“I cry to think that my severely autistic 
grandson will never be able to live 

independently. I worry about my other 
grandson “fitting in.” I so want him to 

have friends.”

“I ache for my children having to go 
through this[.]”

“Worry for her future and the stress on 
her parents[.]”

“[W]orrying about their future and the 
impact this has on their parents and 

siblings, also grieving some about the 
loss of “normal” for them and how much 

harder things are for them[.]”

Grandparents also mention difficulties with handling disruptive behaviors due to their 
grandchild’s autism, such as:

“Watching him have a meltdown, with high 
pitched screaming.”

“When she has a [meltdown] (sometimes 
daily although less now) or she can[‘]

t go somewhere because of her anxiety.  
Changed her meds yet again and she is 

able to go out [occasionally] again.”

“The main challenge is it difficult and 
embarrassing when she demonstrates 
unusual behaviors in the house/public 

and extreme displays of affection or the 
opposite[.]”

“He runs off. When he’s upset he doesn’t 
know how to deal with it. He lashes out. He 

has meltdowns.”

AS AN AUTISM GRANDPARENT, WHAT ARE YOUR  
GREATEST CONCERNS?

Grandparents commonly mentioned concerns about their grandchild’s future in general 
and continuing or growing difficulties as their grandchild ages, particularly in adulthood. 
Within this, future independence was a common concern.

“I wonder how far he will go in life and 
how he will be cared for when he’s 18.”

“I am fearful for my [granddaughter’s] 
future and how she will make her way in 
the world when the day comes and she 

is alone.”

“How she’ll be able to take care of 
herself as an adult, jobs, basically any 

thought of independent living[.]”

“What he will be when he grows up, can 
he work, live independently.”
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Grandparents also worried about the treatment of their grandchild from the rest of 
society—for instance, some grandparents worry that their grandchild will be bullied for 
their autism or be taken advantage of. Some examples include:

“The future. Bullying from other kids 
and ignorance of others, having a 

negative impact on him.”

“That my grandchildren will be judged 
and made fun of for being unique.”

“That my grandchild will be a social 
outcast[.]”

“People taking advantage of his trust 
and hurting his soul[.]”

“My grandchildren being marginalized by 
society and not appreciated for sweet, 

funny, smart, creative children they are.”

WHAT ARE YOUR GREATEST JOYS WHEN PROVIDING DIRECT CARE?

One commonly mentioned joy cited by grandparents while providing direct care was 
interacting or spending time with their grandchild.

“Spending time with grandchild and 
watching them learn and grow[.]”

“Just being a part of his life. I [love] all of 
my grandchildren equally[.]”

“I thoroughly enjoy the time that I get 
to spend with my grandchildren. I also 

enjoy being able to witness their growth 
in person[.]”

Similarly, grandparents also mention receiving physical affection or witnessing signs of 
joy from their grandchild as their greatest joy when providing direct care.

“The smiles, the hugs, the laughter.”

“Seeing the smiles on my grandson’s 
face, and hearing his laughter, and 

seeing that he has progressed.”

“My greatest joy is spending time with 
them and getting their hugs[.]”

“Hearing him laughing and enjoying 
himself.  And knowing that he feels safe 

and comfortable[.]”

Another joy cited in the responses is getting to help or experience their grandchild 
growing or learning. For example:

“I love spending time with my 
grandchildren. I enjoy teaching the new 

things and watching them learn.”

“Watching his excitement when we read 
together or be successful when we try 

something new.”

“I get to watch my grandchild grow up 
and flourish[.]”
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WHAT ARE YOUR GREATEST CHALLENGES WHEN  
PROVIDING DIRECT CARE?

When asked what their greatest challenges were when providing direct care, many 
grandparents mentioned having patience or handling frustration as a challenge. Some 
examples include:

“Patience with them making a mess in 
the house, [yelling] at me for making 

direct eye contact[.]”

“One of my greatest challenges is 
dealing with frustration when dealing 

with my grandchild. I am not fully 
qualified to deal with autism and I am 
still learning and educating myself[.]”

“Being patient enough to handle any 
unexpected behaviors.”

“One of my greatest challenges is 
dealing with frustration when dealing 

with my grandchild. I am not fully 
qualified to deal with autism and I am 
still learning and educating myself[.]”

Grandparents also mentioned challenges with handling disruptive behavior such as 
meltdowns or temper tantrums from their grandchild.

“How to redirect his tantrums. How to 
redirect when he does something that’s no 
right, but continues no matter what it is.”

“Getting used to screaming outbursts.”

“My greatest challenges are dealing 
with the emotional meltdowns especially 
when I’m exhausted and dealing with the 

youngest at bedtime[.]”

“Navigating the behavioral challenges[.]”

 

PARTICIPANTS’ THOUGHTS ABOUT THE SURVEY

The Survey’s “Additional thoughts or comments” section prompted a great many 
participants to praise the Survey. For example, “I very much appreciate this survey. 
I have written down the names of several of the organizations you listed to reach 
out to get more information regarding Autism and how I can be more of a help to my 
grandchild.  THANK YOU – THANK YOU!!” and, “This was one of the most relevant 
and important surveys I have ever taken. It has inspired me to seek out platforms to be 
more supportive of my grandson.” Only 2 of the 594 participants expressed negative, 
albeit brief, comments about the Survey: “Too many clicks,” and “Too many personal 
questions – would have rather not answered a lot of questions.”

NOTE: Although this Executive Summary often uses the words “most” and “majority,” the 
grandparents who completed this Survey included outliers on almost every topic. Following are 
some examples. Two participants expressed strong pushback on the term “non-binary” as a 
gender description: “There are only TWO genders.” A small minority of grandparents have close 
family members who doubt the autism diagnosis: “My husband still thinks he will come out of it.” 
One grandparent reports that she continues to be blamed for her grandson’s autism because 
she was the first to suspect it. Another shared that her grandson has gender-transitioned 
to become her granddaughter. Also of note is that among “challenges” the participants 
cumulatively listed almost everything imaginable: violent attacks, destroying property, head 
banging, elopement, eating disorders, sleeping disorders, stimming, cursing, potty-training, etc.
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